ImageTrend Continuum monitors and delivers the information needed to make decisions and impact operations and patient care.

Continuum is:
- Information you need
- Delivered when you want it
- Sent how you want - text, email, dashboard

Continuum Monitors
Continuum Monitors are predefined analytics, built by ImageTrend using industry-wide best practices. Groups of similar Monitors are organized in Continuum Domains, such as Procedures, Medications and EMS Times. Within each Monitor, you can drill down and expand for more detail. The end result is easily accessible information that can help you turn your data into wisdom. Make more informed decisions, impact operations and improve patient care with Continuum.

The Choice is Yours
Select which Monitors you would like to subscribe to and how you would like to receive the notifications. Choose from receiving notifications via text, email and/or view information on dashboards. Based on permissions, subscribe yourself as well as others to receive notifications most relevant to their position.

Automatic Delivery
With ImageTrend Continuum, information is delivered to you when and how you want to receive it. Stay informed with real-time updates as information is posted. The Continuum dashboard automatically updates and allows you to drill down using lasso techniques and filters to take a closer look at particular timeframes or incidents.
Immediate Insight
The days of building reports and hoping you used the right information are gone. Continuum Monitors are predefined, built and delivered to you, allowing you to focus on improving protocols, operations and patient care.

3rd Party Integrations
Go beyond the data you collect to include additional datasets, such as CAD, weather, geographical, traffic or census data. The ideas are limitless. Let us know what you need – we have a team ready for any unique situation.

Harnessing the Power of Data
It’s time to do more with your data. ImageTrend Continuum helps you accomplish more without taking your limited time to build reports. Don’t wait for the information you need to make the impact you desire. Enjoy one connected solution with ImageTrend.